INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
Complete the boxes in the top left-hand corner of this page.
Write both compositions in this test booklet, there is space for notes on the last page.
Try to solve both tasks.
Write clearly.
Write with a blue or black pen.
Pay attention to spelling, grammar and other characteristics of the written language.
A monolingual or bilingual printed dictionary may be used.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
This test contains two parts. Both tasks have to be written.
The Consortium will not be responsible for any additional information given by the invigilator.
You would like to join an English internet forum. Introduce yourself (in about 75 words):

- Why do you want to join the forum?
- What is your job? What do you study?
- What do you do in your free time?
- Ask questions about the other members

Hello,

I am from...

...
Use the pictures and write about what housework you do at home (75 words):

I have time at weekends...